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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Layperson mouth-to-mask ventilation using a modified I-gel® 
laryngeal mask after brief onsite instruction: a manikin-based 
feasibility trial 

AUTHORS Schälte, Gereon; Bomhard, Lilli-Theresa; Rossaint, Rolf; Coburn, 
Mark; Stoppe, Christian; Zoremba, Norbert; Rieg, Anette 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Nobuyasu Komasawa 
Department of Anesthesiology, Osaka Medical College 

REVIEW RETURNED 19-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Thank you for giving me reading this interesting manuscript.  
SGD use in BLS has potential utility and this paper is very important.  
I have only few comments to improve the manuscript.  
1, Please show the power study of this study.  
2, Please add the reson why i-gel is good more precisely.  
3, The success rate presentation should be presented in table rather 
than in figure.  
 
I am looking forward to see the revised manuscript.  

 

REVIEWER Dr Nick Castle 
Hamad Medical Corporation Ambulance Service  
Doha  
Qatar 
 
I'm the author of a number of papers looking at supraglottic airways 
but id do no see this as a conflict of interest 

REVIEW RETURNED 25-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an interesting concept and whilst I'm not sure that the 
concept would ever become established within emergency care i do 
feel it adds to the debate around emergency airway management.  

 

REVIEWER Dr.Priyamvada Gupta 
Mahatma Gandhi Medical College & Hospital  
Mahatma Gandhi University Of Medical Science & Technology  
RIICO Instituitonal Area  
Sitapura,Jaipur  
INDIA 

REVIEW RETURNED 27-Jan-2016 
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GENERAL COMMENTS 1.Type of study 
 
2.How was sample size calculated 
 
3.Key words: 4 or more, MeSH , small letters 
 
4.Mention names of various SADs in introduction 
 
5.Introduction:”Several studiesdemonstrated that at least in the 
hands of trained medical staff, the use of SADs during 
CPRenhances the quantity of chest compressions[12] and 
reduces the “no-flow-time,” which willultimately improve 
outcome [11]”.----reframe the sentence so that ref no is in 
chronological order i.e. 11 followed by 12. 
 
6.Methods:Mention ethical committee permission required or not 
 
7.Methods :The primary outcome was the time from opening the 
bag until the second ventillation –please specify why first 
ventillation was not used in the criterion. 
 
8.Methods :”the time course from turning over the instruction 
chart until the second 
ventilation was 30.3 ± 1.4 s and 50 ± 8 s, respectively.” --- it was 
time from opening the packet or from turning the instruction chart. 
 
9.Results –“The time elapsed since the last BLS course was 
7.4+-9.3 yrs “.Please check. 
 
10.References: Ref. No.10,22 please check. Ref. No.11--- Wiese CH 
instead of Wiese CHR 
Please follow vancouever style and avoid italics and bolds. 
 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name: Nobuyasu Komasawa  

Institution and Country: Department of Anesthesiology, Osaka Medical College, Japan.  

 

Please show the power study of this study.  

 

Thank you for this valuable and very important remark. According to the aim of our feasibility trial a 

sample size is rather explorative than rigorous. It should be noted, that assuming only one single 

factor to be present in our scenario is rather unrealistic and too simplistic taking into account that a 

primary interest consists in modeling the multifactorial scenario. Thus, another argument concerns the 

number of multiple factor combinations, which could be included in our statistical model. If one 

accepts the widely used argument that at least 10 observations are necessary to model interaction 

terms, than we can include interaction terms of up to 4 dichotomous variables in the statistical model 

(24 times 10 = 80) simultaneously. Therefore, we are convinced that by a total sample size of 100 

individuals, we are able to provide reasonable and valid results to our study aims.  

 

Please add the reason why i-gel is good more precisely.  

 

This is a good hint. We chose for the I-gel ® as a 2nd generation SAD (gastric drainage channel) with 

an oval corpus providing a certain rotational stability and the inapplicable need to inflate a cuffed seal. 
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Especially cuff inflation by a syringe was found to be a major issue for lay persons when operating 

SADs resulting in uncertainness and prolonging the time needed to install artificial ventilation.  

We re-phrased the 3. paragraph of the discussion in analogy to your remark.  

 

3, The success rate presentation should be presented in table rather than in figure.  

 

We appreciate your plea and present the success rates in a new table.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name: Dr Nick Castle  

Institution and Country: Hamad Medical Corporation Ambulance Service, Doha, Qatar  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

 

this is an interesting concept and whilst I'm not sure that the concept would ever become established 

within emergency care i do feel it adds to the debate around emergency airway management.  

 

Thank you!  

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name: Dr. Priyamvada Gupta  

Institution and Country: Mahatma Gandhi Medical College & Hospital, Mahatma Gandhi University Of 

Medical Science & Technology, RIICO Institutional Area, Sitapura, Jaipur, INDIA  

 

1.Type of study  

 

Thank you for this remark. We added the sentence „In a manikin based prospective feasibility trial we 

investigated layperson ability to provide mouth-to-mask ventilation using a modified I-gel laryngeal 

mask after brief onsite instruction“ on top of the Methods section to clarify.  

 

2.How was sample size calculated  

 

See above in our comment on Reviewer #1  

 

3.Key words: 4 or more, MeSH, small letters  

 

Airway Management, Laryngeal Masks, Emergency Treatment, Resuscitation, Basic Cardiac Life 

Support, Artificial Respiration  

 

4.Mention names of various SADs in introduction  

 

According to the references we metioned LMA Classic® and LMA Supreme® in the first paragraph of 

the Introduction section  

 

5.Introduction:”Several studies demonstrated that at least in the hands of trained medical staff, the 

use of SADs during CPR enhances the quantity of chest compressions [12] and reduces the “no-flow-

time,” which will ultimately improve outcome [11]”.----reframe the sentence so that ref no is in 

chronological order i.e. 11 followed by 12.  

 

A good remark. We reframed the sentence as suggested:  

... the use of SADs during CPR reduces the „no-flow-time“ [11] and enhances the quantity of chest 

compressions [12] and will ultimately improve outcome.  
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6.Methods:Mention ethical committee permission required or not  

 

For we investigated personally addressed adult volunteers without any relationship to our institution 

and no expected harm on individual’s health the medical faculty the ethical board waived to obtain 

written informed consent. Individuals anonymously agreed in participation and statistical data 

processing.  

No personal data despite age, gender and BLS knowledge were obtained.  

 

7.Methods :The primary outcome was the time from opening the bag until the second ventilation –

please specify why first ventilation was not used in the criterion.  

 

This is a legitimate question:  

1. In the resuscitation guidelines two artificial respirations are recommended, therefore we decided to 

describe the whole process necessary for initiating and completing artificial ventilation  

2. For we used dummy with visible “lungs” applicants were able to visualize the results of their 

respirations efforts and in case of insufficient lung-inflation under “stress”, might have improved SAD 

position and breathing technique.  

 

 

8.Methods :”the time course from turning over the instruction chart until the second  

ventilation was 30.3 ± 1.4 s and 50 ± 8 s, respectively.” --- it was time from opening the packet or from 

turning the instruction chart.  

 

A good question to be clarified: the time course from turning the instruction chart until the 2nd 

ventilation was measured to evaluate the whole process. Otherwise we could not exclude a kind of 

“reflection“ and learning on the entire process.  

 

9.Results –“The time elapsed since the last BLS course was 7.4+-9.3 yrs “.Please check.  

 

Thank you for x-checking. We made a mistake. In the calculation presented we forgot to exclude 

people who never participated in a BLS training (n=8). After recalculation (n=92) means and SD 

present as follows: Time elapsed since the last BLS course was 8.2 +/- 8.1 years.  

 

10.References: Ref. No.10,22 please check. Ref. No.11--- Wiese CH instead of Wiese CHR  

Please follow vancouver style and avoid italics and bolds.  

 

Thank you for this remark on style and manuscript presentation. We adapted all references following 

Vancouver style as suggested. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Nobuyasu Komasawa 
Osaka Medical College, Japan 

REVIEW RETURNED 17-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors corrected the manuscript perfectly. This reviewer does 
not have any more comments regarding this.  
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Correction

Schälte G, Bomhard L, Rossaint R, et al. Layperson mouth-to-mask ventilation using a
modified I-gel laryngeal mask after brief onsite instruction: a manikin-based feasibility
trial. BMJ Open 2016;6:e010770. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2015-010770

There is a mistake in the Contributors section. It should say:
“Contributors GS initiated, supervised and conceived the study. L-TB drafted the
manuscript and performed the experiments and data acquisition. NZ and CS assisted
in data acquisition and the experimental site. NZ, AR and L-TB statistically analysed
the data. RR approved the final manuscript. AR, GS and MC critically revised the
manuscript. AR supervised the experiments and statistical analysis. All authors read
and approved the final manuscript”.
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